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Antibiotic resistance via epigenetic methylation of ribosomal RNA is one of the most prevalent strategies adopted by
multidrug resistant pathogens. The erythromycin-resistance
methyltransferase (Erm) methylates rRNA at the conserved
A2058 position and imparts resistance to macrolides such as
erythromycin. However, the precise mechanism adopted by
Erm methyltransferases for locating the target base within a
complicated rRNA scaffold remains unclear. Here, we show
that a conserved RNA architecture, including speciﬁc bulge
sites, present more than 15 Å from the reaction center, is key to
methylation at the pathogenic site. Using a set of RNA sequences site-speciﬁcally labeled by ﬂuorescent nucleotide surrogates, we show that base ﬂipping is a prerequisite for
effective methylation and that distal bases assist in the recognition and ﬂipping at the reaction center. The Erm–RNA
complex model revealed that intrinsically ﬂipped-out bases in
the RNA serve as a putative anchor point for the Erm. Molecular dynamic simulation studies demonstrated the RNA
undergoes a substantial change in conformation to facilitate an
effective protein–rRNA handshake. This study highlights the
importance of unique architectural features exploited by RNA
to impart ﬁdelity to RNA methyltransferases via enabling
allosteric crosstalk. Moreover, the distal trigger sites identiﬁed
here serve as attractive hotspots for the development of combination drug therapy aimed at reversing resistance.

The alarming increase in antibiotic resistance has posed a
serious threat to human health globally (1, 2). The persistent
evolution and dissemination of resistance genes in pathogenic
strains have rendered once easily treatable bacteria resistant to
existing antibiotics (3). For curbing the emergence of deadly
pathogens one of the promising approaches is to enhance the
proﬁciency of existing antibiotics by inhibiting the resistance
machinery itself (4–6). New drug development via this
approach necessitates mechanistic interrogation of resistance
determinants (7–10). Methylation of nucleobases at select
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positions of rRNA is one of the classical hallmarks of antibiotic
resistance. The resistance-conferring methyltransferases
(Mtases) are known to have distinct speciﬁcity for their target
base. Despite the advancement in the understanding of how
modiﬁcation in rRNA contributes to resistance, much remains
unknown about the molecular mechanism of controlled substrate recognition by Mtases that facilitate this reaction. The
DNA Mtases prefer the “bind and slide” mechanism for
locating the target base from a pool of nucleobases, where the
Mtase nonspeciﬁcally binds to the DNA duplex and then scans
for the target base by sliding (11). Protein Mtases, on the other
hand, have diverse strategies for identifying target amino acids,
the most common being the “catch and catalyze” strategy,
which is adopted by lysine Mtases (12). This entails globular
body recognition, which involves conformational modiﬁcations as well as substrate orientation in the methylation catalytic site (12). For the RNA, the tertiary structure is more
malleable, and to facilitate function, several bulges and loops,
which distort the duplex structure, are present. Hence, the
mechanism of target base identiﬁcation and the algorithm
adopted by RNA Mtases is envisioned to be more complex and
largely remains elusive.
Since many Mtases that catalyze the exocyclic N6 position
of adenine have a conserved Rossmman fold and undergo Sadenosyl-L-methionine (SAM)–dependent methylation, selective inhibition of these enzymes by targeting active site
determinants is difﬁcult. Therefore, a complete understanding
of the substrate recognition process and the role played by the
ﬂexible architecture of RNA in recognition could potentially
aid in the development of novel strategies to selectively inhibit
resistance-inducing RNA Mtases. To unravel the mechanism
of target recognition in RNA here, we focus on ribosomal
methylating erythromycin-resistant Mtases (Erms). These enzymes confer resistance to macrolide, streptogramin, and lincosamide antibiotics by methylating the N6 position of A2058,
Escherichia coli numbering, in the 23S rRNA through a SAMmediated reaction (Fig. 1) (13, 14). Resistance occurs as a result
of a steric clash between the N6 methylated adenine ring and
the sugars of the macrolide antibiotics, dislodging them from
the protein exit tunnel of the ribosomes (15). Since
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of methylation reaction.

modiﬁcation at the A2058 position is associated with reduced
translational efﬁciency, the expression of these Erm is tightly
regulated by the translational attenuation mechanism, where
onset is triggered only in presence of an antibiotic (16). Erms
possess a highly conserved central Rossmann fold harboring
the catalytic domain and a C-terminal region that partakes in
ribosomal targeting (13, 14). It has been recently established
that in Erms, two speciﬁc loops at the distal ends of the catalytic domain namely loop1 and loop12 play an important role
in RNA recognition (17). While loop1 controls the entry of
SAM, it has been implicated that loop12 forms an allosteric
pocket that can select for the cognate RNA. Erms faithfully
recognize the rRNA loop architecture of helix 73 and exhibit
stringent selectivity for their target base (18). This helix lies in
the domain V of the ribosome, which has been shown as one of
the last regions to fold before ribosome biogenesis is complete
(19, 20). Studies with various truncated versions of helix 73
have revealed that Erms can recognize a substrate mimic,
which is as small as 27-mer RNA (21). Interestingly, Erms have
been shown to methylate precursor ribosomes and not fully
matured ribosomal subunit; hence, it is envisioned that a
structurally dynamic form of helix 73 is the actual substrate of
Erm (20, 22). Therefore, in the present study, we aim to
decipher the mechanism adopted by RNA Mtases to achieve a
high degree of ﬁdelity toward a dynamic and structurally
complex RNA architecture. Using a combination of tools, we
unravel dynamics and structural changes that facilitate an
effective protein–RNA handshake for optimal methylation.
The overall goal is to understand how the Rossman fold
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harboring subclass of Mtases, be it protein, DNA, or RNA,
harbor a common catalytic mechanism and yet can methylate
their respective substrates exclusively. These functional studies
represent an important step toward a better understanding of
the molecular recognition mechanism of Mtases in general.

Results and discussion
Role of 3D RNA scaffold for substrate recognition
The ribosomal Mtases are known to be very speciﬁc for their
target site. For a better understanding of the substrate proﬁle
preferred by Erm Mtases and to identify key bases that
participate in recognition, systematic mutagenesis of the minimal 27-mer scaffold adjacent to the A2058 nucleobase was
carried out (Fig. 2A). The 27-mer substrate mimic was earlier
established as a competent substrate of Erm by Douthwaite
et al., and Erms have been shown to selectively methylate
A2058, therefore it was a logical choice for our study (21). In
addition, mFold software and UV melting studies indicate that
target RNA adopts hairpin structure (Fig. S1). Our experimental results, using 3H-SAM incorporation assays, show that
perturbation of selected bases between A2054 and A2062 and
its complementary strand C2611 to C2616 has a signiﬁcant
effect on methylation efﬁciency (Fig. 2B). In particular, bulges
at U2613-A2614, as well as near position A2054, are essential.
Deletion of A2054 results in a loss of activity, while mutations
in the U2613-A2614 bulge result in a reduction of activity.
Further, shifting the position of the bulges by introducing an
extra GC, as in the A1 construct, is detrimental, thereby
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Figure 2. Methylation studies with RNA templates highlighting the importance of bulge sites. A, RNA sequences tested for methylation activity. ⋆
indicates deletion. The target base A2058 is highlighted in red. B, in vitro methylation assay using 3H-SAM. For comprehensive understanding, additional
data are added, * are adapted from ref. (23). For A2060C/G/U construct, adenine was mutated either to C, G, or U at a time. All of these mutations gave
negligible activity. Representative data for A2060C is plotted. SAM, S-adenosyl-L-methionine.

highlighting the importance of preserving the correct RNA
architecture. Corroborating studies by Douthwaite et al. have
also shown that mutations in out-looped residues such as
A2051, C2055, and U2613 also severely affect activity asserting
that Erm methylation is not only governed by the conservation
of bases adjacent to the methylation site but a long-range
communication is at play (23). The sensitivity of Erm toward
the extra helical region indicates that the bulges deﬁne the local
RNA architecture, which is recognized by Erm as it searches for
its cognate RNA. A minimal effect on RNA methylation was
observed for the synthetically created A2 version, where an
extra GC was introduced at G2053, before the extra-helical
bulge region. Thus, bases upstream of the bulge do not
partake in substrate recognition (Fig. 2B). Recent studies
identifying Erm’s minimal substrates also revealed that secondary features of RNA are critical for recognition (24). Thus,
the biochemical and MALDI (Figs. 2 and S2) results presented
herein in corroboration with previous reports hint that the
speciﬁcity is achieved via a proper structural ﬁt of the RNA
with Erm with the conserved bulge region, which is 15 Å from
the methylation site, playing a key role in recognition.
Mechanism of RNA methylation at the target site
RNA exhibits structural plasticity and the recognition
sequence is not a simple duplex. Therefore, to explore the
importance of the 3D architecture, site-speciﬁc ﬂuorescent
nucleobase surrogates 2-aminopurine (2Ap) and thienoguanosine (thG) were introduced within the RNA template (RT)
(Fig. S3). The aim was to delineate the possibility of the distal
bulges acting as hotspots that help induce global motion
leading to the appropriate orientation of the target base,
A2058, or if the template is preorganized and Erm methylates
its target via minimal perturbation of the presented architecture. The 2Ap was introduced at nucleobase positions 2054,
2058, 2059, and 2614, henceforth referred to as 2Ap2054,
2Ap2058, 2Ap2059, and 2Ap2614, respectively, and thG was

incorporated at positions 2057 and 2061 referred to as
thG2057 and thG2061, respectively. Both of these ﬂuorescent
nucleobase analogs chosen for the study have been widely used
in several systems and have been established as excellent
environmental-sensitive probes used to monitor the conformational dynamics of nucleic acids (25–29). These nucleobase
surrogates cause minimal perturbation in the integrity of the
nucleic acid structures and show enhanced ﬂuorescence signals upon destacking. The substitution by nucleobase surrogates does not signiﬁcantly affect the RNA architecture, which
was measured by the methylation assay, with the exception of
2Ap at the A2058 position (Fig. S4A). Further, the binding
afﬁnity of Erms for the labeled constructs was assessed by a
change in ﬂuorescence anisotropy with increasing concentration of enzyme, assuming a 1:1 binding model. The KD values
for all labeled RNAs were found to agree with the value obtained by ﬁlter binding assay with the unmodiﬁed construct
(Fig. 3 and S4B), indicating that ﬂuorophore-labeled RNA
constructs can be recognized by Erms. The comparatively
higher KD value for 2Ap2058 was expected as due to the
replacement of A2058 by 2Ap as the enzyme is unable to
orient the target base in a conformation favorable for catalysis.
Moreover, in the presence of SAM, there is a marginal change
in KD observed for the 2Ap2058 position, which suggests that
local restructuring of the target base site is induced in the
presence of SAM. No signiﬁcant change in KD was observed
for remaining labeled RNA in presence of a cofactor. To delve
deeper into the mechanism of methylation, the ﬂuorescence
response of the 2Ap2058 RT in the presence and absence of
Erm was gauged. When increasing amounts of Erms were
titrated to a ﬁxed concentration of 2Ap2058, ﬂuorescence
enhancement was observed. Figure 3A and Figs. S4C and S5A
show that the addition of a ﬁvefold molar excess of Erm
resulted in a signiﬁcant increase in the ﬂuorescence signal. The
Erm enzyme by itself showed negligible ﬂuorescence in our
experimental conditions. Hence, the enhancement in the
ﬂuorescence signal detected can solely be ascribed to changes
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Figure 3. Binding studies with Erm. Normalized anisotropy titration curves (A) in the absence and (B) in presence of SAM. Solid lines correspond to the ﬁts
of the data points to Equation 1. The binding constants (KD) are given in the inset. The plotted anisotropy values are normalized to the maximum value for
each curve. Erm, erythromycin-resistant methyltransferase; SAM, S-adenosyl-L-methionine.

in the ﬂuorophore environment. This increase in ﬂuorescence
intensity is akin to what has been observed earlier in DNA
Mtases, where a base ﬂipping of the target base results in
enhanced ﬂuorescence as the base gets buried into the protein
pocket (11, 30). Since DNA Mtases also harbor a Rossman fold
SAM-dependent Mtase domain, we envision a similar mode of
recognition is adopted by RNA Mtases. As the A2058 in h73
(Fig. S3A) is loosely stacked with its ﬂanking bases A2059 and
G2056, base ﬂipping should only result in a modest increase in
ﬂuorescence. In the Erm–RNA complex, the net ﬂuorescence
change observed is a combination of quenching of 2Ap at 2058
due to interaction with active site residues 101-NPPY-104 as
well as an increase due to base ﬂipping, which explains the
relatively limited change in intensity of the signal.
To conﬁrm the attribution of the observed ﬂuorescence
change to base ﬂipping, stopped-ﬂow kinetic studies were
carried out. When the 2Ap2058 construct was rapidly mixed
with Erms, a fast ﬂuorescence component increases in the
millisecond range, followed by a slower component in the
seconds range, was observed (Fig. 4F). By repeating this reaction at several protein concentrations, the slower phase
could be ﬁtted to a double-exponential equation, using kinetic
rate constants that were independent of the protein concentration (data not shown). This suggests that the slow
component describes two ﬁrst-order reactions, and hence, the
data could be ﬁtted with a three-step model similar to the
base ﬂipping reaction of E.coli Dam DNA-(adenine-N6)Mtases (Fig. 5) (30). The Dam Mtase is a well-studied DNA
Mtase that acts on exocyclic N6 adenine, similar to Erm.
Moreover, the active site residues are highly conserved between both families of proteins and hence are a good
comparative system to use. Based on the E. coli Dam Mtase
DNA-binding model (31, 32), the fast initial step corresponds
to a “bind and slide” mechanism, followed by the fast ﬂuorescence increase due to base ﬂipping reaction (governed by
k2 and k−2 rate constants) and the subsequent rearrangement
of 2Ap in the active site of the enzyme (governed by k3 and
k−3 rate constants) as shown in Figure 5. The stopped-ﬂow
kinetic data were ﬁtted to this model, using Dynaﬁt numerical solving software (http://www.biokin.com/dynaﬁt/) (33),
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which can be used in the non–pseudo-ﬁrst order conditions
of our experiments and does not make any assumption on the
relative values of the rate constants in the selected kinetic
model. Using this model, the association rate constant k1 =
5.0 ± 0.4 × 106 M−1 s−1 and dissociation rate constant k−1 =
32 ± 2 s−1 as well as the kinetics of the ﬁnal conformational
changes (k3 = 0.19 ± 0.01 s−1) were found to be in good
agreement with the rate constants reported for other DNA
Mtases (Table 1) (30, 34, 35). However, the kinetics of 2Ap
ﬂipping (k2 = 3.4 ± 0.5 s−1) was signiﬁcantly slower than DNA
Mtases (30, 34) but similar to that observed for only tRNA
Mtase (11, 36). Finally, in line with the kinetics obtained with
E. coli DNA Mtase (30), our ﬁts and simulations suggest that
base ﬂipping of the target base occurs in Erm Mtases. The rate
constants k−2 and k−3 govern the back reactions of base ﬂipping, and the subsequent conformational changes are negligibly small.
To understand the potential role of the cofactor SAM in
base ﬂipping, stopped-ﬂow kinetics was monitored in the
presence of the SAM analog, sinefungin (Fig. 4F). This analog
led to a substantial increase in the value of k1 but a marginal
change in the k2 value (Table 1). The k1 could not be precisely
determined because a large part of the ﬂuorescence increase
occurred during the dead time (2.7 ms) of the instrument. A
similar increase in the k1 value with a nominal change in the
value of k2 in the presence of SAM analogs was previously
reported for EcoRV DNA Mtase (35). The substantial ﬂuorescence increase within the ﬁrst seconds was followed by a
slow and moderate ﬂuorescence decrease. This slow decrease
at a later time point is attributed to the stacking of adenine
with the active site Tyr104 that is induced upon SAM binding.
A similar scenario was observed for Dam DNA Mtase when
stopped-ﬂow kinetics was performed in the presence of a
cofactor (30). Thus, it appears that the local mechanism of
identiﬁcation of the target base at the active site is analogous
for both DNA and RNA N6 adenine Mtases. It is intriguing to
note that these Mtases are substrate speciﬁc; hence, apart from
a good ﬁt with the immediate environment, the second layer of
recognition appears to be the deciding factor in maintaining
catalytic stringency.
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Figure 4. Conformation changes at A2058 and distal bases. Fluorescence spectra of (A) 2Ap2058, (B) 2Ap2054, (C) 2Ap2614, (D) thG2057, and (E)
thG2061. Black, red (or blue) spectra represent free RNA and RNA+ Erm, respectively. The target base A2058 is colored pink. The concentration of Erm chosen
(4 μM) ensured maximum binding. F, stopped-ﬂow traces for the reaction of 1 μM 2Ap2054 or 2Ap2058 with 4 μM Erm in the presence and absence of
sinefungin (500 μM). The 2Ap ﬂuorescence was followed above 320 nm with excitation at 315 nm. The progress curves were analyzed with the Dynaﬁt
software using the three-step model in Figure 5 to recover the kinetic parameters indicated in the text. The data supports a plausible base ﬂipping at a
target site and highlights the signiﬁcant changes at sites distal to the target bases where a substantial change in the local environment is noted. Erm,
erythromycin-resistant methyltransferase.

Allosteric control of methylation
Since RNA Mtases selectively methylate certain RNA
scaffolds and have a high degree of ﬁdelity, efforts were made
to identify the bases involved in imparting speciﬁcity of
recognition. To understand the structural basis of the

Figure 5. Proposed kinetic model for recognition mechanism adopted
by Erm.

selection of the methylation site, RTs with ﬂuorophores at
locations other than A2058 were analyzed. Fluorescence
studies showed limited changes in the ﬂuorescence signal for
immediate neighbors of A2058, indicating that the local
environment of A2059 and G2057 is marginally impacted by
the base ﬂip (Figs. S5, B and E and 4D). In helix 73, A2059 is
loosely stacked with adjacent base A2060 and mostly solvent
exposed, which also explains for lack of change in ﬂuorescence due to base ﬂipping. In contrast, the distal bulge sites
that have been ascertained in the scintillation experiments to
be paramount for the activity positions 2Ap2054 and
J. Biol. Chem. (2022) 298(8) 102208
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Table 1
Rate constants obtained using stopped-ﬂow measurements
Construct
2Ap2058
2Ap2058+ Sinefungin
2Ap2054
2Ap2054+ Sinefungin

k1 (M−1 s−1)
6

5.0 ± 0.4 × 10
>108
2.1 ± 0.2 × 107
>108

2Ap2614, show a dramatic increase in ﬂuorescence upon
interaction with Erm (Figs. 4, B and C and S5, C and D). In
both cases, signiﬁcant enhancement, 5- to 3.5-fold, respectively, for 2Ap2054 and 2Ap2614 sites indicates that the
presence of Erms has signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced the bulge region
and indicates that protein induces a signiﬁcant rearrangement
of the proximal environment around the bulge site. Monitoring ﬂuorescence via the reporter probe thG2061 at the
other end of the recognition sequence shows about 8 nm blue
shift, which is indicative of an increase in hydrophobicity in its
surroundings upon Erm binding (Figs. 4E and S5F). These
differences in spectra at both the bulge sites as well as at other
distal positions are clear indicators that reorganization of the
RNA occurs to facilitate the protein–RNA handshake. As the
most signiﬁcant effect was detected at the bulge position,
A2054, this construct was subjected to further investigation by
stopped-ﬂow (Figs. 4F and S6). The rate constants obtained
for the 2Ap2054 kinetic traces both in the absence and
presence of sinefungin (Table 1) were very similar to those
observed with 2Ap2058, indicating that the conformational
changes that occur at the two positions are concomitant.
Taken together, our ﬂuorescence data suggest that the rRNA
bulges undergo dynamic conformational changes upon Erm
binding and facilitate A2058 ﬂipping via a long-range
orchestrated motion.
Insights into conformation dynamics
To understand the molecular basis for the observed experimental results and to comprehend how these bulge sites play a
crucial role in mediating long-distance crosstalk, we constructed a model of RNA–ErmC’ complex. The ErmC’ (Protein
Data Bank [PDB] ID 1QAM) was used as a starting protein
conformation, and for the RNA, two basic templates were
created and several variations were introduced in these two
templates. The ﬁrst template is the modeled structure of RNA
in solution, which was obtained by optimizing the free energy.
The modeled RNA shows a hairpin conformation in the solution (Figs. 6A and S7A), which was conﬁrmed by folding and
unfolding studies (Fig. S7C). The second template was a miniRNA extracted from the crystal structure of the 50S rRNA.
The RTs were docked on the protein with High AmbiguityDriven protein–protein DOCKing (HADDOCK) using the
active-site analysis, vide-infra, wherein the protein residues
100 to 104 interact with the A2058 base of the RNA, and
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were carried out for
200 ns to obtain a stable structure of RNA–protein complex
(Fig. 6A). In the model, RNA interacts with the positively
charged interface of the Erm, consistent with the model obtained by Goh et al. (37)
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k−1 (s−1)

k2 (s−1)

32 ± 2
32 (ﬁxed)
69 ± 5
69 (ﬁxed)

3.4
1.9
2.3
1.1

±
±
±
±

0.5
0.8
0.1
0.4

k3 (s−1)
0.19 ± 0.01
<0.01
0.12 ± 0.01
–

In order to gauge the most plausible interaction interface,
multiple MD simulations were carried out with interacting
bases in various conformations. For instance, the bases in
bulges (U2613, A2614, and C2055) were either kept in ﬂippedin or ﬂipped-out states so as to see how various structures
evolve during the simulations. The dynamic behavior of the
template RNA and the impact on the pertinent base conformations on A2058 ﬂipping were evaluated (Table S1). It was
observed, at 25  C, for simulations with 50S ribosomal substrates that A2058 does not spontaneously ﬂip out on its own
in a 200 ns time period, implying the presence of a higher
barrier. Therefore, metadynamics simulations using the two
dihedral angles (see Fig. S8 in the SI for the deﬁnition of
dihedral angles) as reaction coordinates were carried out in
which the bases A2058 and U2613 are ﬂipped out as the reaction progresses and are represented by dihedral angles χ−1
and χ−2, respectively. The consequent free energy surface of
base ﬂipping and the barrier associated with the minimum free
energy path for the base-ﬂipping process is 13 kcal mol−1 in
the presence of the protein. Alternatively, simulations performed at growth temperature (37  C) showed progression of
the base ﬂipping for A2058 in a 1 μs time scale. The metadynamics simulations reveal that A2058 ﬂips and inserts itself
into the active site pocket lined by the conserved NIPY motif,
similar to that observed for DNA Mtases. The insertion of
A2058 facilitates the ﬂipping of U2613. Figure 6, E and F show
the comparison of MD snapshot for RNA–Erm complex with
the crystal structure view of the DNA Mtase highlighting the
analogous geometry of recognition in these classes of enzymes.
Further, the conformational change was monitored by the
changes in the interbase distances in the unbound RNA, at the
start (0 ns) of simulation and 140 ns by the distance map
plotted using RNAmap2D (Fig. S9). The distance matrix
revealed that residues close to A2058 between C2055 and
A2060 undergo signiﬁcant displacement to accommodate the
base ﬂipping event (Fig. 6C). Though no major change in
distance was observed for the A2054-U2615 base pair, the
stacking interactions with its neighboring bases were disrupted
during simulation (Fig. 7, A and B). The binding of U2613 with
the loop 12 of the Erm triggers reorientation in the residues
ﬂanking A2054. The distance between A2054 and C2055 increases (Fig. 6C), whereas A2614 rotates and moves away from
U2615. Both A2054 and A2614 residues experience destacking
in the presence of Erm, which can explain for increase in
ﬂuorescence signal, the effects being more predominant for the
A2614 position. On the other hand, G2057 remained stacked
by surrounding bases throughout the simulation and distance
between G2057-C2611 did not change substantially (Fig. S11).
The trend observed in the simulations is in close agreement
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Figure 6. Conformational dynamics of Erm–mini RNA complex. Cartoon representation of Erm–RNA model before (A) and after ﬂipping (B) of A2058. A
double ﬂip mode of interaction of mini-RNA with protein is observed as a predominant mechanism of recognition via MD. The conserved loop 1 and loop
12 are colored orange. C, a plot of interbase distance for the ssRNA in the free and protein-bound forms. The largest changes in the interbase distances were
seen at bases 2054, 2058, 2061, and 2614. D, free energy surface (FES) for the ﬂipping of A2058. The white dashed line is the minimum free energy path for
the base ﬂipping process. Zoomed view of active site pocket and positioning of A2058 in the model RNA–Erm complex during the MD trajectory (E) and
crystal structure of taqI DNA Mtase (PDB ID: 1G38) (F). Both show comparable geometry of binding with the mode of the binding being analogous. Erm,
erythromycin-resistant methyltransferase; MD, molecular dynamics.

with the ﬂuorescence studies; therefore, we believe that the
simulations provide a reasonable estimate of the protein–RNA
interactions. The ﬂuorescence enhancement at 2058 can be
rationalized by base ﬂipping, whereas, changes in 2054 and
2614 can be due to changes in the environment around these
bases that are induced by Erm. Moreover, the changes corresponding to the 2057 and 2056 positions are only marginal,
which are in line with the corresponding ﬂuorescence
measurements.
Analysis of the various snapshots from the trajectory reveals
a long-distance communication where RNA is anchored to the
protein via one of its faces laterally across the length of the
protein (Fig. 6B). The RNA is tethered at one end via base
A2060 near the N-terminal side of Erm. The other end is
tethered via U2613, which interacts with a positively charged
surface created at the interface of the Rossmann fold of Mtase
domain and the C-terminal domain of ErmCʹ (Fig. 7C). This

region of Erm forms a shallow pocket nested between loop12
and the C-terminal domain where the ﬂipped base U2613
inserts itself (Fig. 7D). Therefore, these two loops act as an
anchor for target RNA. Combining insights from MD simulations and ﬂuorescence measurements, we conclude that
RNA ﬁrst locks onto the Erm via the extra helical bulge regions and concomitantly forms contacts with the key Erm
recognition elements, loop 1 and loop 12. Simultaneously, the
overall RNA scaffold starts to open up and the hydrogenbonding interactions between the central base pairs weaken.
The base stacking interaction of A2054 is disrupted, and this
orchestrates a rearrangement that distorts the phosphodiester
backbone providing the exit route for the ﬂip of the target
base, A2058, into the active site. Thus, perturbation around
A2054 and regions surrounding the bulges, 15 Å away, bring
the target base close to the active site of Erm. In this respect,
the three steps of the ﬂuorescence kinetics observed with
J. Biol. Chem. (2022) 298(8) 102208
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Figure 7. Changes in the RNA conformation during the base ﬂipping event. A and B, conformational changes in nucleobases close to loop 12 (A2054
and 2614) that lead to a semiopen state. Major structural rearrangement occurs in this region in the presence of Erm, as reﬂected by the increase in distance
between previously stacked bases. C, stick representation of the binding site of U2613. D, surface representation highlighting the groove that U2613 binds.

2Ap2054 could be logically interpreted in the following way.
The ﬁrst step governed by k1 and k−1 is common to the ﬁrst
step of 2Ap2058 and corresponds to the nonspeciﬁc binding of
Erm to the RNA and in locating the target site. The second
step governed by k2 is concurrent with the base ﬂipping of
A2058 and corresponds to the motion of A2054 and the loss of
its base stacking interactions. The ﬁnal step, governed by k3,
might be attributed to the slow conformational adjustments
needed to allow the optimal positioning of A2058 in the active
site pocket. The interface thus mimics a lock and key scenario
where the bulges act as hotspots to facilitate optimal recognition and induce a dynamic restructuring across the length of
the RNA sequence.
Perspectives into RNA methylation
Posttranslational methylation, both at the nucleic acid and
protein level, is a pivotal epigenetic modiﬁcation required for
ﬁne-tuning various vital processes like biogenesis, cellular
signaling, virulence, etc. (38–41). For instance, strategic
methylation at speciﬁc RNA splice variants (42, 43) controls
gene expression. Likewise, in chromatin remodeling, methylation is introduced at select lysine/arginine residues of histones and silences transcription (44). Bacteria have exploited
the power of this methylation mark by selectively introducing
it at various positions within the ribosome to achieve resistance to several drugs (15, 45). It is intriguing to note as to how
various Mtases harbor similar catalytic residues, yet, each
enzyme methylates its target site with a high degree of ﬁdelity.
This emphasizes the fact that the targeting determinants
potentially lie outside the catalytic region. Analyzing various
types of methylation marks such as protein Mtases, like K27
lysine Mtase, it becomes apparent that this subclass achieves
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speciﬁcity by the formation of a multiprotein complex (e.g.,
polycomb complex) that imparts selectivity (46, 47). In the
case of DNA Mtases, speciﬁc DNA-binding domains search for
the correct target sequence and present it to the Mtase domain
(48, 49). Here, we have established that in Erm Mtases, the
mechanism operates via long-distance allosteric modulation.
In the case of Erm Mtase, the out-looped bases are recognized,
and a major reorganization is initiated distally (about15 Å
away) to facilitate appropriate conformational change at the
target site. The crucial role played by bulge sites is apparent, as
in the absence of these extra helical elements, Erm is unable to
methylate its target base. Moreover, the position of the bulges
within the target sequence is programmed; any misalignment
of the bulge site results in the abolishment of methylation.
Thus, methylation at the target site is strictly controlled by the
3D architecture of the RNA and is intolerant to perturbation.
In this work, we have shown that a local mechanism of RNA
methylation is akin to “bind and slide” as observed for DNA
Mtases is operative in Erm, wherein base ﬂipping is a fundamental prerequisite for methylation. However, in RNA Mtases
to facilitate the base ﬂipping, reorganization of the distal extra
helical region is a prerequisite. This suggests that intermittent
hopping, in conjunction with the “bind and slide” approach, is
used to overcome structural extrusions by RNA Mtases when
tracking the target site. Many known base ﬂipping enzymes
anchor onto the target site with the help of extra helical bases.
For example, the structure of the RumA–RNA complex
showed ﬂipping of a secondary base other than the target base
(U1939), which stabilizes the cofactor and helps in the
anchoring of protein to the substrate-like Erm (Fig. 8, B and E).
In the case of RumA, the entire RNA backbone in the vicinity
of the target base undergoes rearrangement to ﬁll the void
created by the ﬂipping of the two bases (50). Base ﬂipping is an
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Figure 8. Structural comparison depicting interactions and conformational changes associated with ﬂipping out of target bases in various Mtases.
A, model structure of Erm–RNA complex. Auxiliary bases help in the anchoring of Erm to its target site by interacting with conserved loops. B, structure of
RumA–RNA complex. The binding of RumA triggers the ﬂipping of the secondary base that interacts with the cofactor. C, structure of Nsun6 in complex with
tRNA. Comparison of RNA conformation before and after ﬂipping of target base: D, superposition of h73 obtained from simulation before and after ﬂipping
of A2058 and E, RumA rRNA substrate architecture before and after binding to protein. F, structure of 30S-ribosome KsgA complex. G1516 ﬂipping helps in
the proper positioning of target bases A1518 and A1519. Erm, erythromycin-resistant Mtase; Mtases, methyltransferases.

energetically demanding process; hence, several base-ﬂipping
enzymes resort to rearrangement in the DNA/RNA backbone structure similar to that of the Erm–RNA complex to
lower the activation energy barrier. In uracil Mtases TrmA
(similar to RumA), the conformation of the T-arm of the tRNA
bound to the protein is different from the native tRNA due to
the destabilization of surrounding bases (51). Another wellstudied methylase Nsun6 shows a similar ﬂipping of adjacent
bases to facilitate the binding of a target base in the active site
(52) (Fig. 8C). Similarly, DNA Mtases and ADAR deaminases,
which also resort to the base -ﬂipping mechanism for recognition of substrate, ﬂipping of neighboring bases, and separation/opening up of the phosphodiester backbone are proposed
to help inversion of target base (53). It was recently shown, in a
structure of KsgA, a structural homolog of Erm, in a complex
with the 30S ribosome, that in addition to the target base
A1519, a neighboring base G1516 ﬂips, which aids in proper
protein anchoring (Fig. 8F) (54, 55). These structures suggest
that Mtases uses allosteric sites for recognition of RNA architecture. A set of signature interactions that are conserved
for a particular RNA–protein set but differ for different Mtases

helps create a diverse set of RNA-Mtases interfaces that impart
its selectivity for a cognate pair.
To conclude, this work demonstrates how naturally programmed bulges in the rRNA sequence govern the complicated algorithm of recognition by Mtases. The allosteric sites
identiﬁed here provide lucrative avenues for drug design.
Instead of targeting the common conserved Mtase catalytic
site that has the potential to generate off-target effects, inhibitors can be developed for these distal bulge sites. Freezing
dynamics of the speciﬁc identiﬁed out-loop region will impede
protein interaction and block methylation, thereby reversing
resistance.

Experimental procedures
The ﬂuorescent-labeled 27-mer RNA sequence (GGCAAGACGGAAAGACCCCUAUCUGCC) with 2Ap at A2054,
A2058, and A2059 position were synthesized at a 1.0 μmol
scale by IBA GmbH Nucleic Acids Product Supply and at
A2614 position were procured from Integrated DNA technologies. RNA sequence with thG at G2057 and G2061 were
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obtained from TriLink Biotechnologies. The unlabeled RNA
constructs were synthesized using the in vitro transcription
method (56).
Cloning and puriﬁcation of ErmS
Dimethyltransferase (TlrA, ErmS) gene was cloned from
Streptomyces fradiae (gift from Prof. Eric Cundliffe, University of Leicester) into the modiﬁed pET expression vector
using primers having restriction sites NdeI and XhoI. The
recombinant ErmS clone was transformed into E. coli BL21
(DE3) Rosetta cells, overexpressed with 1 mM IPTG at 16  C
for 16 h and subsequently puriﬁed using ion-exchange
chromatography. Brieﬂy, the cell pellet was resuspended in
lysis buffer (50 mM Hepes and 1× protease inhibitor, pH
8.0). The cells were further disrupted by sonication (ten
pulses, 20% amplitude) and centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for
45 min. The supernatant was mixed with pre-equilibrated
SP-sepharose beads (Sigma–Aldrich) and incubated on a
rocker for 1 h at 4  C. Beads were then extensively washed
with wash buffer (50 mM Hepes pH 8.0). The protein was
eluted with increasing concentrations of NaCl (100 mM–
1 M) and detected in collected fractions using 15% SDSpolyacrylamide gels with Coomassie blue staining. The
ErmS protein was eluted at 500 mM salt concentration. The
pure protein fractions were further desalted using an EconoPac 10DG (Bio-Rad) column pre-equilibrated with a desalting buffer (20 mM Hepes pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl). The
protein was further concentrated up to 6 mg/ml, as determined by the Bradford assay using bovine serum albumin as
a standard, and then ﬂash-frozen in liquid N2 and stored
at −80  C until further use.
Filter binding assay
The RNA-binding properties of Erm were determined using a 27-mer RNA oligonucleotide synthesized using the
in vitro transcription protocol (56). Brieﬂy, the oligonucleotide substrate was labeled radioactively using adenosine-5
[ᵞ-32P] triphosphate and T4 polynucleotide kinase. RNA
(20 nM) was titrated with increasing concentrations
(0.5–10 μM) of Erm in binding buffer (50 mM Hepes, pH 7.5,
40 mM KCl, 4 mM Mg (OAc)2, 10 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA,
0.2 mg/l bovine serum albumin) with the addition of 1 U of
RNasin per reaction mixture. Binding reactions were carried
out in a reaction volume of 10 μl for 20 min at 37  C.
Nitrocellulose ﬁlter sheets (pore size 0.22 mm) were preincubated for 1 h in binding buffer. The reaction mixture was
then blotted onto presoaked ﬁlters, followed by washing with
the binding buffer to eliminate nonspeciﬁc binding. After
drying, the ﬁlters were exposed overnight to the intensifying
screen and the amounts of bound complexes were determined using a Phosphoimager Storm625 (GE Healthcare).
Experiments were repeated in triplicate.
Methylation assay
The WT 27-mer RNA and modiﬁed RNA constructs
were annealed by a temperature cycle where the samples
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were heated at 90  C for 1 min and then cooled slowly to
room temperature. The reaction was carried out in
methylation buffer (50 mM Hepes (pH 7.5), 40 mM KCl,
4 mM MgCl2, 10 mM DTT) containing 4 μM of rRNA,
0.5 μM Erm, 0.2 μM (3H)-SAM ([methyl-3H] AdoMet,
16 Ci/mmol), and 1 U of RNasin in a total reaction volume of 50 μl and incubated at 37  C. The reaction was
stopped by the addition of 2.5 mM ammonium acetate
followed by ethanol precipitation. RNA pellets were then
blotted on Nylon-66 ﬁlters presoaked in methylation
buffer, further washed to remove nonspeciﬁc binding.
Radioactivity was recorded using a scintillation counter
(Tri-Carb B2810TR; PerkinElmer). Experiments were performed in triplicate.
Steady-state ﬂuorescence
Fluorescence spectra of the complexes of ErmS and ﬂuorescently labeled RNA were recorded at 20  C on a FluoroLog spectroﬂuorometer (Jobin Yvon) equipped with a
thermostated cell compartment. The excitation wavelength
was set at 315 nm for 2Ap-labeled RNA and 350 nm for thGlabeled constructs. The ﬂuorescence emission was recorded
from 325 to 650 nm for 2Ap and from 365 to 600 nm for
thG. Spectra were corrected for buffer ﬂuorescence, protein
ﬂuorescence, lamp ﬂuctuations, and detector spectral sensitivity. For experiments involving 2Ap2058, 2Ap2059,
2Ap2054, and 2Ap2614 constructs, the concentration of
RNA was 2 μM. For the other RNAs, 0.5 μM RNA concentration was used for steady-state ﬂuorescence studies.
Prior to the recording of spectra, Erm and RNA were incubated for 1 min to reach equilibrium. Steady-state anisotropy
measurements in the presence and absence of SAM were
performed on the same instrument. The excitation wavelengths for 2Ap- and thG-labeled constructs were as
mentioned previously. The ﬂuorescence anisotropy was
measured at 365 nm and 460 nm, respectively. Anisotropy
values were obtained by averaging ten measurements. The
afﬁnity constants for Erm were determined by ﬁtting the
ﬂuorescence anisotropy changes using the following Equation 1:
vRrt −rd ðv−1Þ
1þRv−v
 sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

2
1
1
þnLt þPt −
þnLt þPt −4nPt Lt
kα
kα
v¼
2Lt
r¼

(1)

where r and rt are the anisotropy values at a given and a
saturating protein concentration, respectively, and rd is the
anisotropy in the absence of protein. R is the ratio of the
quantum yields of the bound to free forms, Ka is the apparent
afﬁnity constant, ν is the fraction of bound Erm, Pt and Lt are
the concentrations of ErmS and 27-mer labeled RNA,
respectively, and n is the number of Erm proteins bound per
molecule of RNA (11).
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Stopped-ﬂow measurements
The kinetics of Erm binding to the RNA constructs was
monitored using a stopped-ﬂow apparatus (SFM-3, Bio-Logic)
equipped with a temperature-controlled circulating water
bath. The excitation wavelength for 2Ap was 315 nm (same as
ﬂuorescence measurements), and the ﬂuorescence intensity
above 320 nm was recorded with long-pass ﬁlters. The dead
time of the setup was 2.7 ms. The kinetics of binding was
recorded by the fast mixing of RNA and Erm alone or in complex with sinefungin (1 mM). The ﬁnal concentration of labeled
RNA was 1.0 μM and the concentration of protein was chosen to
saturate RNA. Background signal was obtained by mixing RNA
with the buffer under the same conditions. All the reactions
were performed in the methylation buffer. Up to ﬁve datasets
were collected and averaged for each condition. The averaged
traces were collectively analyzed with the numerical solving
software Dynaﬁt to obtain the kinetic rate constants of Figure 5.
MD simulations
The MD simulations were carried out in double-precision
Gromacs 2020.2 (57) patched with plumed-2.6 (58) for the
simulations and free energy calculations. To begin with, the
solution conformation of the GGCAAGACGGAAAGACCCCUAUCUGCC RNA sequence was modeled wherein
a ssRNA sequence was generated and MD simulations were
carried out to converge on to the stable structure. Further, the
hairpin conformation of this sequence for the ribosome (59)
was also modeled for stability. The two methods converged
onto an almost identical structure with an average RMSD of
2.1 Å. Modeling of the RNA protein complex was carried out
using HADDOCK 2.2 server to dock the RNA on protein. The
protein (ErmC0 ) conformation is taken from the PDB (PDB ID
1QAM) and the modeled RNA conformation, vide supra, was
taken. The active site residues for ErmC0 , amino acids 101 to
104, and the rRNA position A2058 were ﬁxed during docking.
Docking of ErmC0 was performed using the Easy interface
option available on the HADDOCK server, which uses simulated annealing and a steepest-descent technique for interaction energy minimization. The lowest energy model was used
for MD studies and further analysis. The dynamics and the free
energy landscape of the ssRNA and RNA bound to protein
were explored by deﬁning an appropriate reaction coordinate
in each case. For the ssRNA, the reaction coordinate is the
end-to-end distance, while for the RNA bound to protein, the
reaction coordinate involved base ﬂipping, which was characterized by the base1-phosphate1-phosphate2-base2 dihedral
angle (see the Methodology in the supporting information for
details). The minimum energy path along these two reaction
coordinates was sampled using well-tempered metadynamics
simulations in combination with the sum_hills module of
plumed, which was used to calculate the unbiased population
along the reaction coordinate and its free energy (60).
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